
Commercial 
Fleet Charging

Made Easy
The perfect, scalable, electric vehicle 
charging solution for commercial fleets 

at any facility. 
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EV charging is a complex 

and challenging task. 

We make it easy.

EverCharge maximizes existing building 
infrastructure make adding EVs to your 
workplace fleet easy & affordable

Nationwide Service


UL Certification


Fleet Management Tools


Usage Analytics and Reporting


System Prioritization and Demand Response

As a fully-integrated EV charging original equipment 
manufacturer (OEM), we specialize in EV 
management platforms with dynamic, real-time, 
intelligent power management to minimize 
infrastructure requirements while maximizing the 
number of EV connectors . 

EverCharge enables adoption 

of electric vehicles by providing 
a scalable, affordable, 

fully-managed charging 

solution allowing you to focus 
on your business. 

EverCharge Fleet & 
Energy Services
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Our charging solution drastically 
reduces install costs by 
intelligently managing power, 
allowing more charger installs for 
far less money  EverCharge 
eliminates the need for expensive 
infrastructure additions, keeping 
project costs at a minimum. 

EverCharge Facilitates 400% 

More Stations per $1M 

A Garage  and Without EverChargeWith Cars at different states of charge reach 
100% throughout the day 

Save Money

Using SmartPower Technology, 
EverCharge intelligently charges 
vehicles, optimizing existing 
building infrastructure to support 
more stations at any location. 

Scale as Needed

As an all-in-one solution, 
EverCharge allows for in-depth 
analysis on every charge station 
giving our clients unmatched data 
analytics to understand vehicle 
and user needs. EverCharge 
provides a tailored solution to 
meet your needs.

Extensive Analytics

EverCharge Fleet & 
Energy Services



SmartPower 
Technology

Facility power is a finite resource. Once capacity is reached, bringing in 
more power can be costly or prohibitively expensive. Traditional systems 
can only support a few EVs before additional investment is needed. 



SmartPower avoids infrastructure upgrades and lowers total install costs 
by intelligently managing power based on vehicle and building demand. 
When EverCharge senses extra power is available, or the rated capacity 
is reached, the system allocates power to vehicles according to their 
needs. SmartPower is integrated directly into EverCharge Electric Vehicle 
Supply Equipment (EVSE) and utilizes the EVSE's wireless 
communication capabilities. 



By reacting to real time charging demand and behavior, the number of 
chargers that can be installed is increased by 5-10 times without the 
need for costly infrastructure upgrades. 
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Administrative Dashboard

Complete Control

Monitor charging data, deploy site rules and generate 
reports across all managed facilities. Create 
administrative and user profiles with customized 
access control.

With EverCharge's Management Dashboard, 
Administrators have access to real time charging 
statuses, health reports, alerts and system 
prioritizations to easily manage charging.

EverCharge's Management Tools enable 
organizations to be entirely hands off or provide 
granular controls to manage charging schedules, 
charger, or vehicle prioritization and more with real 
time reporting.

Charging 
Management

Administrative Dashboard


Real-Time Usage Reporting


User Management


Platform Integration


Schedule Optimization


Load Management Controls
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Load Management
Manage business and personal use charging with 
access control, billing prioritization via API or admin 
dashboard.

Set charging output limits to minimize or avoid 
additional utility demand charges or to prioritize off-
peak charging. When monitoring non-EVSE loads, 
additional underutilized building electrical capacity 
can be leveraged.

User Management

All Locations

Suspend

Usage

Logs

PARAMOUNT APARTMENTS
San Francisco, CA

San Francisco, CA

HILL TOWER

LEVEL 1 GARAGE

      HWT142600012WO

      HWT142600013WO

      HWT142600014WO



LEVEL 2 GARAGE

      HWT142600022WO

      HWT142600023WO

      HWT142600024WO


TOWNSEND
Townsend St, San Francisco, CA

Charging Station

Platform 

Integration

Integrate charging to existing platforms through a 
robust set of APIs enabling customization and control 
of EV fleets through existing platforms.
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Vehicle and 
Infrastructure 
Planning

Quality Lead

01 02 03 04

Our team assists customers through ROI calculations, 
sustainability benefit impacts, site assessment, 
design and deployment to meet your operational 
requirements. Regardless if you are seeking Level 2 or 
Level 3 charging, our team is experienced to model 
each option to determine the best solution within 
your operating budget.

Expert Assistance

Site Evaluation Design & 
Approval

Deployment

Obtain information, 
understand needs

Identify capacity, review 
garage & infrastructure Present custom proposal 

& installation options

Install EverCharge



About 

EverCharge
EverCharge is a fully-managed EV charging OEM 
specializing in dynamic, real-time, and intelligent 
power management technology that minimizes 
infrastructure requirements while maximizing the 
number of EV connectors.



Fully managing the engineering, manufacturing, and 
deployment of our technology allows EverCharge to 
recognize and develop solutions specific for each 
operating environment. We have been providing our 
true data-driven approach to charging infrastructure 
since 2013.

evercharge.com

charging@evercharge.com

888.342.7383


